Introduction
The following are excerpts from the Terms of Service for popular apps.

How to enter the contest

1. Choose a line from a Terms and Conditions policy that could violate your privacy and tell us why.
2. Select it from one of the following:
   - Samples provided below
   - An app you use (BONUS: your name will be entered twice if you choose this option!)
3. Next, copy and paste this term into the contest webform and submit your entry.

Contest closes February 17, 2020 – Good luck!
What kinds of information do we collect?

Information and content you provide. We collect the content, communications and other information you provide when you use our services, including when you sign up for an account, create or share content, and message or communicate with others. This can include information in or about the content you provide (like metadata), such as the location of a photo or the date a file was created. It can also include what you see through features we provide, such as our camera, so we can do things like suggest masks and filters that you might like, or give you tips on using camera formats. Our systems automatically process content and communications you and others provide to analyze context and what’s in them for a variety of purposes.

Your usage. We collect information about how you use our app, such as the types of content you view or engage with; the features you use; the actions you take; the people or accounts you interact with; and the time, frequency and duration of your activities. For example, we log when you’re using and have last used our app, and what posts, videos and other content you view on our app. We also collect information about how you use features, such as our camera.

Information about transactions made on our app. If you use our app for purchases or other financial transactions (such as when you make a purchase in a game or make a donation), we collect information about the purchase or transaction. This includes payment information, such as your credit or debit card number and other card information; other account and authentication information; and billing, shipping and contact details.

Things others do and information they provide about you. We also receive and analyze content, communications and information that other people provide when they use our app. This can include information about you, such as when others share or comment on a photo of you, send a message to you, or upload, sync or import your contact information.
What kinds of information do we collect?

When you’re not signed in to our service, we store the information we collect with unique identifiers tied to the browser, application, or device you’re using. This helps us do things like maintain your language preferences across browsing sessions.

When you’re signed in, we also collect information that we store with your account, which we treat as personal information.

We collect information about your activity in our services, which we use to do things like recommend online content you might like.

The activity information we collect may include:

- Terms you search for
- Videos you watch
- Views and interactions with content and ads
- Voice and audio information when you use audio features
- Purchase activity
- People with whom you communicate or share content
- Activity on third-party sites and apps that use our services

If you use our services to make and receive calls or send and receive messages, we may collect telephony log information like your phone number, calling-party number, receiving-party number, forwarding numbers, time and date of calls and messages, duration of calls, routing information, and types of calls.

Your location information

We collect information about your location when you use our services, which helps us offer features like driving directions for your weekend getaway or showtimes for movies playing near you. Your location can be determined with varying degrees of accuracy by:

- GPS
- IP address
- Sensor data from your device
- Information about things near your device, such as Wi-Fi access points, cell towers, and Bluetooth-enabled devices

The types of location data we collect depend in part on your device and account settings. For example, you can turn your device’s location on or off in the device’s settings. You can also turn on Location History if you want to create a private map of where you go with your signed-in devices.
App #3:

Consent to Use of Data

When you use your device, your phone number and certain unique identifiers for your Device are sent to [our app’s manufacturer] in order to allow others to reach you by your phone number when using various communication features of the app. When you use the app’s messaging service, your messages may be held in encrypted form for a limited period of time in order to ensure their delivery.

Services and Third-Party Materials: Map service

The maps service and features of the app (“Map”), including map data coverage, may vary by region. When you use any location-based features within Map, such as turn-by-turn navigation, traffic and local search, various location-related and usage information may be sent to [the app’s manufacturer], including the real-time geographic location of your device, in order to process your request and help improve the Map feature. Such location and usage data is collected by us in a form that does not personally identify you. By using Map, you agree and consent to the app and its subsidiaries’ and agents’ transmission, collection, maintenance, processing, and use of this information, to provide and improve the Map features and service, in addition to other products and services. We may also provide such information, in either an aggregated or non-personally identifiable form, to its partners and licensees to help improve their map and location-based products and services.